China Central Television, or CCTV, is a national television station of the People's Republic of China. It was on its trial broadcast on May 1st, 1958, and formally launched on September 2nd of the year. As the most important medium in China, CCTV not only provides information to the general public throughout China, but also works as an open window between China and the rest of the world. Because of the extensive land of China, by the end of 2008, CCTV’s news programs have covered about 96% of the Chinese population, and over 1.2 billion viewers. China Central Television is currently operating 20 public channels, and broadcasting more than 600 hours a day. The 20 public channels are Comprehensive Channel, Economic Channel, Arts and Entertainment Channel, Chinese language International Channel (Asian version, European version and American version), Sports Channel, Movie Channel, Agriculture and Military Channel, TV Drama Channel, English language International Channel, Science and Education Channel, Traditional Chinese Operas Channel, Society and Law Channel, News Channel, Children's Channel, Music Channel, Spanish and French language International Channel, and HD channel. The news of these channels nearly covers all aspects of social life.
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